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ABSTRACT 

Energy Recovery from an Industrial Clothes Dryer Using a Condensing 

Heat Exchanger

Master of Engineering 2005, Yousuf Farooq 

School of Graduate Studies, Ryerson University

The aim o f this project was to design a condensing heat exchanger to recover 

waste heat from an industrial clothes dryer. Industrial cloth dryers are inefficient in their 

use o f energy because almost all o f the energy input in the dryer is wasted in the 

atmosphere, and thus there is great potential for heat recovery. This energy can be used to 

preheat the incoming cold water, and the conventional heater can then heat the water to a 

final temperature. The warm moist air from the dryer carries both sensible and latent heat, 

and in order to design this heat recovery condensing heat exchanger, the heat transfer by 

both mass and sensible heat has to be accounted for. The basis of this heat and mass 

transfer problem was the energy balance at the interface, and separate models for the 

calculation o f latent and sensible heat transfer were used. The mass transfer coefficients 

were obtained from an analogy with heat transfer, and the unknown interface temperature 

was solved for iteratively. The data for this design was collected from a 20 kW dryer, and 

the heat recovery from that dryer was observed to be about 17.3 %. This heat recovery 

condensing heat exchanger efficiency can be enhanced by the addition o f more coils to 

the heat exchanger. An improvement in the overall results can be expected if  a practical 

study is done on the condensation heat exchanger for an industrial cloth dryer.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Surface area

Cross sectional area

A„ Outside cross sectional area

Al Inside cross sectional area

Cp Specific heat

D  Diameter

/  friction factor

F  Correction factor

gjyj Convective mass transfer conductance

I Enthalpy of air at free stream

h^i Enthalpy of air at interface

hyi Enthalpy of vapor at free stream
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K qIj. Thermal conductivity of air
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m^l Mass fraction o f water vapor interface

Wy Condensation rate

Mass flow rate o f the water inside the coil

N i  Number o f  rows in heat exchanger
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P  Total pressure
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Pr Prandtl number
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qa Heat transfer rate for pure vapor

Q Volume flow rate

R  Universal gas constant
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^mass Effective resistance associated with mass transfer o f vapor to pipe wall

Rai Sum of mass and sensible resistances

Rg^a Thermal resistance associated with sensible heat transfer o f air to

condensate film 

^total Total thermal resistance

Sc Schmidt number

Sh Sherwood number

S i  Longitudinal pitch
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T Temperature

Ti Free stream temperature

Tf Film temperature

T; Mean vapor film interface temperature

% Pipe surface temperature

Tyvi Water inlet temperature

'̂ W O Water outlet temperature

u Overall heat transfer coefficient

^max Maximum velocity

V/ Fluid inlet specific volume

Fluid mean specific volume

Vo Fluid outlet specific volume

V Free stream average velocity

Vi Interfacial suction velocity

w Specific humidity ratio

fVoo Free stream non-condensable gas mass fraction

X Mole fraction

Greek Symbols

(f\ Free relative humidity

Relative humidity at the flow core

O Correction factor for pressure drop calculation

(p Dimensionless constant define by equation (3.20)

V  Kinematic viscosity of mixture

Pjff Density of mixture

Free stream air density



P a i Air density at the interface

P v \ Free stream water vapor density

P v i Vapor density at the interface condition

P w Density o f water

Pm Viscosity o f mixture

P w Viscosity o f water

Ô Mass transfer coefficient

K Molar mass transfer coefficient

My Mole weight to condensable vapor

Latent heat '

P Partial pressure

Subscripts

a Air

c Condensate

i Interface, first component o f the mixture

J Second component o f the mixture

w Water

m Mixture

V Vapor
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CHAPTER 1

1. Introduction

The recovery of waste heat from an industrial clothes dryer is a feasible process. 

Almost all of the energy input in the dryer is wasted in the atmosphere, and this energy 

may be a good source to preheat the incoming cold water. The conventional heater can 

then heat the water to a final temperature.

A condensing heat exchanger for heat recovery from an industrial electric clothes 

dryer has been designed in this project. As shown in Figure 1, the hot exhaust air from 

the dryer is directed through a duct to a chamber, where horizontal copper pipes are 

staggered. The cold water flows inside the copper pipes and the hot exhaust air flows 

horizontally perpendicular to the outer surface of the copper pipes. A heat transfer 

process takes place between the hot exhaust air and the cold water. The pre-heated water 

from the heat recovery heat exchanger can be fed into a conventional heater or other 

heating equipment to heat the water to a desired temperature.

The temperature of the dryer exhaust (waste heat) and the required outlet 

temperature of the cold water are two key points for calculating the efficiency of the heat 

recovery system. As the temperature of the waste heat is lowered, the efficiency of the 

heat recovery system also decreases. The amount of moisture present in the dryer exhaust 

is another aspect that can contribute to the enhancement of the heat transfer rate. As the



relative humidity o f the dryer exhaust becomes higher, the latent heat available for 

recovery also increases.

Domestic 
cold-water supply. 

6L/mm

Warm, moist air 
from dryer

T o hot-watcr 
tank

Tube row 4

Tube row 3 

Tube row 2 

Tube row 1

Figure 1. Heat recovery condensing heat exchanger.

Moist air from the dryer carries sensible heat o f both air and water vapour, and 

latent heat o f the water vapour. When the warm moist air first makes contact with the 

heat exchanger coil, the sensible heat transfer takes place from the air and the water 

vapour. I f  the coil temperature is below the dew point temperature o f  the moist air, water 

vapour condenses on the coil surface. The high humidity conditions (100% to 50%) have 

a higher proportion o f moisture (higher portion o f latent heat) and a corresponding lower



portion of sensible heat. “For moderate vapour concentration the condensation heat 

transfer is of the same order as the convection heat transfer and cannot be neglected [1].” 

To design this condensing heat exchanger, the transfer of heat by both mass and sensible 

heat has to be accounted for. When the heat transfer process starts, the transport of heat is 

sensible transfer dominated, but after the steady state condition is achieved, the transport 

of heat is mass transfer dominated.

During the condensation of water vapour from the moist air, a liquid film forms 

on the surface of the ĉ oil and once the steady state condition is achieved, condensation 

occurs at the interface of the liquid film on the tube wall. As a result of the condensation 

process at the interface, there is a bulk velocity of the air towards the wall, as if there is 

suction at the interface. Only the water vapour condenses; therefore, the water 

concentration is reduced and suction is induced at the interface. For the case in which the 

air concentration is very high (moist air), as in this heat exchanger design, the suction 

effects are negligible.

The design of the heat recovery condensation heat exchanger for a clothes dryer is 

a complex problem, and it poses great challenges from the heat transfer efficiency point 

to the performance efficiency, applicability and ease of use in real life applications. For 

the purpose of this design, the data of typical and commercially available electric clothes 

dryers were collected. These data included the dryer’s inlet and outlet conditions such as 

dryer load, dryer exhaust (dry bulb, wet bulb) temperatures, dryer humidity and exhaust 

gas flow rate. All of these parameters were recorded at the beginning, at the intermediate,



and before the completion o f  the drying cycle. The average o f the values o f  the above 

defined factors has been used as a param eter for the design o f  this heat recovery heat 

exchanger.

A  major issue in the heat recovery applications o f  the clothes dryer is the presence 

o f  clothes lint in the dryer exhaust. The lint can accumulate on the tubes o f  the heat 

exchanger and it can create a resistance to the heat transfer and in the air flow. Cleaning 

o f  the lint from the heat exchanger tubes is not practically feasible. Therefore, an air- 

cleaning filter can be Used for the removal o f  lint from the dryer exhaust, and it can be 

placed after the dryer’s primary filter for removing small particles o f  lint remaining, prior 

to allowing the warm and humid dryer exhaust air to pass into the heat exchanger. The 

rem oval o f  the condensate water from the bottom o f the heat exchanger is another issue 

that can be resolved by providing a clean-out tray at the bottom o f the heat exchanger. 

This is done in order to facilitate the condensate water from the heat exchanger bottom  to 

drain.

Electrical clothes dryers are more popular in the industry than natural gas clothes 

dryers. Therefore, the design o f this heat recovery dryer is based on an industrial electrie

clothes dryer that releases warm exhaust air at 60°C dry bulb temperature and 80%

relative humidity. The flow rate o f  the exhaust air is about0.13 w ^ / s . The total pressure 

is assumed to be 100 kPa. The cold water flow inside the copper tubes has an inlet 

temperature o f  8°C  and a flow rate o f  6 L/min. The length o f  the copper tube is



1.7 meters for a single coil and four coils have been used. The total length of the copper 

tube is 6.42 meters. The schematic of the heat exchanger is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Side view and front view of the heat recovery condensing heat exchanger.

In this heat exchanger design, thin-walled bare copper tubes of 1.0 cm diameter 

have been used. The heat exchanger shown in Figure 2 has four staggered rows of tubes, 

and the tubes make nine passes in each row. The tubes are equally spaced in each row by 

a distance of 1.0 cm, and, at both comers of the heat exchanger, two copper pipes of

2.5 cm diameter serve as headers for the incoming and outgoing water supply. Each row 

is connected to the inlet and outlet headers separately. This tube configuration is chosen 

to optimize the heat transfer rate because each row has the same temperature 

difference (aT = 3] -  T^. j between the cold water inside the tube and free stream air;

hence, more heat is transferred from the hot stream to the cold stream. Secondly, the 

wake shed by the first row of tubes produces a high level of free stream turbulence for the



second row  o f  tubes, thereby increasing the heat and m ass transfer coefficients for the 

second row.

To understand the heat and mass transfer phenomenon during the condensation o f 

m oist air, various research papers and books related to the topic have been reviewed. 

Discussion from some major research papers on the issues related to mass and heat 

transfer have been included in the literature review section. This helps in understanding 

the theory, and provides a foundation for the design o f the heat recovery condensing heat 

exchanger.

A  detailed design procedure has been described in the solution procedure section, 

and a point-by-point iterative design method that estimates the sensible and latent heat 

transfer locally through the dry, humid exhaust condensate and tube wall to the cold 

w ater has been used. The iterations have been performed on a commercially available 

software called Engineering Equation Solver (EES) [2], which has a built-in function for 

thermodynamic properties. A sample hand calculation and the calculations from the 

software have been included in the appendix A.



CHAPTER]

2. Literature Review

The hot exhaust from the dryer is a mixture of air and water vapour, and it carries 

both the sensible heat of air and the latent heat of water vapour. Both air and water 

vapour lose sensible heat when they first contact the cooling coil. Water vapour is 

removed from the air only when the coil temperature is below the dew point temperature 

of the moist air. At the point where the coil starts to remove water vapour, the coil carries 

both the latent and sensible load. In the present problem, the water vapour is removed 

from the air with simultaneous mass and heat transfer between the air-stream and 

condensate wetted surface on the cooling coil. “Mass transfer by either molecular 

diffusion or convection is the transport of one component of a mixture relative to the 

motion of the mixture and is the result of a concentration gradient [3].”

During the condensation of vapour from the saturated air, the properties of air -  

such as the heat transmission coefficient of the air film, the air flow rate and the heat 

capacity of the air stream -  vary greatly as the water vapour is removed. The 

condensation of vapour depends upon the diffusion of the vapour molecules through the 

air; hence, the mass transmission, as well as the heat transmission coefficient, must be 

considered.

The writer reviews a research paper presented by J. W. Rose in 1979, in which 

Rose [4] derived an approximate and theoretical based equation for condensation from a



vapour gas mixture flowing parallel to a horizontal plate and normal to a horizontal tube. 

These approximate equations relate the mass flux o f  vapour to the condensing surface 

(condensation rate) to the free-stream and condensate surface conditions. “These 

equations m ay be used with suitable equations, giving the heat flux (or condensation rate) 

in terms o f  the temperature drop across the condensate film, to calculate the heat flux for 

given free-steam velocity, composition and temperature and condenser surface 

temperature. The equations are designed to be correct for the limiting case o f  zero and 

infinite condensation rate [4].”

Rose used the assumptions made by Sparrow, M inkowycz and Saddy [5]. 

According to those assumptions, it is allowed to take the interface velocity to be zero 

w hen the vapour-gas boundary layer is taken into consideration, and disregard the 

contribution to the heat flux in the condensate arising from the temperature gradient in 

the vapour-gas mixture, so that the energy equation for the vapour-gas mixture is no 

longer required. The thickening o f the condensate film causes the condensation rate in the 

direction o f flow to decrease. Rose compared his results with the numerical solution o f  

Sparrow et al. [5], and the results were in good agreement.

For the case o f  a horizontal cylinder, Rose discussed the related case o f  heat 

transfer during flow normal to a cylinder and for a specified distribution o f  surface radial 

velocity. Rose compared his approximate equations with the experimental results 

obtained by Mills [6]. The calculations m ade by Rose show excellent agreement with 

M ills’ observed values.



Mills [6] reported the experimental data for the overall condensation rate for film- 

wise condensation from the steam-air mixture. The condensation rates were determined 

by condensate collections, and, for pure steam, the condensation rates were compared 

with the Nusselt type analyses of Fuji, Uehara and Oda [7] for constant heat flux 

condensation. For a steam-air mixture. Mills tried to correlate the normalized overall 

mass transfer conductance as a function of the mass transfer driving force. Mills’ data 

were taken for the saturation temperatures of 307-339K, bulk temperature to wall 

temperature differences of 1.6-25.6 K, bulk air mass fraction 0-7.8 % and oncoming 

vapour velocity of 0.28,-0.98 m/s [6].

For pure steam. Mills [6] reported that, because of the relatively large resistance 

of the condenser tube and inside film, the condensation occurs at nearly uniform heat flux 

around the tube. Mills compared his results for the pure steam case with uniform heat 

flux Nusselt type analysis and found that the heat transfer coefficients averaged 3.2 

percent higher than the prediction of uniform heat flux Nusselt theory.

For the steam-air mixture, Mills [6] suggested that the reduction in heat transfer 

can be calculated from a correlation of the mass transfer conductance based on the 

asymptotic theory of Acrivos for boundary layers under strong suction.

Colburn and Drew [8] presented a theoretical and experimental study of the 

condensation of binary vapours which still stands as the most significant contribution to 

date in this field. Using the two-film theory, they postulated that, in addition to the liquid



film  on the plate, there would be adjacent to it a vapour film, and thus a vapour phase 

resistance to heat and mass transfer. Considering a saturated vapour o f  given temperature 

and composition under the condition o f  partial condensation, the liquid formed has a 

composition different from that o f  the bulk vapour. Assuming equilibrium at the 

interface, the vapour composition at that point is different from the bulk vapour 

composition, and thus the more volatile component will tend to back diffuse into the 

vapour [8].

A procedure o f  designing a cooler condenser in the presence o f a non-condensable 

gas was presented by Colburn and Hougen [9], in which they mentioned that, for various 

reasons, no simple method o f calculating the mean temperature differences based upon 

the terminal condition is applicable. Indeed, the true average temperature difference 

between the two fluid streams interchanging heat may be greater than the temperature 

difference at the either end o f  the condenser. The overall heat transfer coefficient varies 

from point to point in a cooler condenser. For calculating U A T , Colburn and Hougen 

[9] used a trial and error method in which the rate o f  heat transfer through the gas film 

m ust be equal to that through the tube and the w ater film, that is:

h A n - T i )  + h i { T i - T ^ )  = U A T  (2.1)
V--------y------- ' '------------- -------------- ' '------  V------'

sensible heat transfer latent heat transfer heat transfer to water

The solution o f  the above equation requires knowledge o f the temperature at the 

interface between the condensate and gas phase, 7}, and the corresponding vapour 

pressure o f  the condensate . Various values are chosen until the desired equality is 

obtained, thus giving the value o f U A T  at the gas temperature selected [9].

10



sparrow et al. [5] analytically explored the effect of non-condensable gas on 

condensation in a forced convection laminar boundary layer flow. In their paper, the 

solutions of the differential equations were found both numerically and by an integral 

method. For the steam-air system, the heat transfer, with and without the non- 

condensable gas, was compared for a wide range of conditions. They also examined the 

effect of the interfacial resistance, that is, a temperature jump at the liquid vapour 

interface.

The results in the work by Sparrow et al. [5] show that at any fixed temperature 

difference and fixed free stream temperature level, the heat transfer decreases 

monotonically as the mass fraction of non-condensable gas increases. The presence of 

non-condensable gas is more strongly manifested when the condensation takes place at 

sub-atmospheric pressure. At higher free stream temperature levels and at the lower mass 

fractions, the heat-transfer ratio qjqo is insensitive to the temperature 

difference(Too -7 ^ ) . When free stream temperature 7 ^ decreases, and free stream non- 

condensable gas mass fraction increases, the heat-transfer ratio becomes more 

sensitive to the temperature difference, decreasing as (7^ -7 ^ )  increases.

“The decrease in the heat transfer rate can be attributed to the build-up of the non- 

condensable gas at the interface. The effect of such build-up is to lower the 

corresponding partial pressure of the vapour, which in turn lowers the interface 

temperature 7} at which the condensation occurs (the interface is at a saturation state). In

11



this way, the therm al driving force (t) is lowered, thereby decreasing the heat

transfer rate [5].”

Therekhov et al. [10], in their paper regarding heat and mass transfer in the 

condensation o f water vapour from moist air, presented a computational model that was 

based on the solution o f  integral relations o f  boundary-layer energy and diffusion using 

the analogy o f  mass and heat transfer processes. The problem was solved using integral 

transport equations and the similarity o f  mass and heat transfer processes. In this method, 

Therekhov et al. disregarded the effect o f  the condensate forming on the surface, 

considering its thermal resistance to be negligibly small. “This assumption is justified 

because in the majority o f  the experiments conducted on the heat transfer o f  m oist air in 

channels, a dropwise regime o f condensation was observed. Drops forming on the cooled 

surface are periodically removed by the flowing air stream [10].”

Therekhov et al. performed calculations for a wide range o f  parameters in the 

flow core (7j = 10  to lS ° C ,  = 0 - 1 0 0 % , f  = 1x10^^to IxlO^Pûf) and on the wall,

= -2 0  to 50°C . The thermo-physical properties were determined from the parameters

o f the wall, and the mixture enthalpy and the heat o f  phase transition were taken from the 

tabulated data and the Lewis number as a function o f the vapour concentration.

The calculations performed by Therekhov et al. [10], for both lam inar and 

turbulent regimes o f  the flow, showed that the relative humidity had a substantial effect 

on the temperatures at which maximum vapour condensation is attained. At the same

12



time, the pressure of the gas-vapour mixture had a very slight efkct on Ae wall 

temperature. Results of the calculation of the heat and mass fluxes on the wall &r 

turbulent moist-air flow along an isothermal surface, and 6 r  a variation in relative 

humidity, showed that an increase in relative humidity in the flow core, leads to a

substantial increase in the beat and mass fluxes. Thus, the intensiAcation of the heat 

transfer in saturated air attains practically one order of magnitude relative to dry air flow.

Jia, L. et al. [1] had experimentally investigated the condensation heat transfer of 

wet flue gas. In this pa;^, Jia et al. noticed that the condensation heat transfer on the wet 

flue gas was difkrent &om that of pure vapour or the case with the presence of a small 

amount of non-condensable gas. Since the partial pressure of the water vapour in the wet 

flue gas was small, the resistance to the mass transfer was large and the condensation of 

the vapour was difficult. The heat transfer was influenced by the water vapour 

concentration in the gas mixture. In the experimental range (temperature range 25 -  80°C 

and water vapour concentration 20-30% ), the heat transfer coefGcient was twice as 

great as the single-phase convection heat transfer.

Jia et al. [1] had concluded that for a very small amount of vapour (10-20%), the 

contribution of condensation is not strong; therefore, heat transfer can be treated as a 

single-phase convection. For moderate v ^ u r  concentration, the condensation heat 

transfer is of the same order as the convection heat transfer and carmot be neglected. In 

the experimental investigation, when cold water was used to cool wet flue gas, the 

contribution of condensation heat transfer was about 3 to 4 times that of convection heat

13



transfer. W hen the w ater vapour fraction is high, that is over 80%, the convection heat 

transfer can be neglected.

From  the above discussion o f various research papers, it is evident that a moderate 

amount o f  concentration o f water vapour in the air gives rise to a heat transfer coefficient. 

On the other hand, the calculation o f heat transfer coefficient in the case o f  moist-air 

(mixture o f  water vapour and air) is not straightforward. The overall heat transfer 

coefficient varies from point to point in a condensing heat exchanger and it is high where 

the vapour concentration is high and low where most o f  the vapour has been removed. 

The mean temperature difference based on the terminal conditions can not be a true 

average temperature difference between the two fluid streams interchanging heat. Hence, 

calculating the average heat transfer coefficient by using the simple mean temperature 

difference (LMTD) is not a correct method.

Recently, Naylor and Oosthuizen [11] proposed a method for designing a 

condensing heat exchanger for recovering energy from an industrial electric clothes 

dryer. In a chapter published in the “Heat Transfer Calculations 2005,” Naylor and 

Oosthuizen [11] proposed a point by point iterative method for calculating the value o f  

U A T . In that method, the heat transferred was equated locally through the condensate, 

the wall and the cooling-water to the sum o f the latent heat o f  the condensate due to the 

vapour transferred by diffusion, while the sensible heat transfer from the air to the 

condensate film was ignored. The unknown interface temperature and corresponding 

pressure at the condensate-vapour interface were estimated by an iterative procedure in

14
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sensible heat transfer has b%n included.
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CHAPTERS  

Solution Procedure

3. 0 Introduction

The heat transfer process from the hot exhaust air o f  the dryer to the water 

flowing inside the pipe has four heat transfer modes: mass transfer o f  vapour to the 

condensate surface, sensible (convection) heat transfer to the condensate film, conduction 

heat transfer from condensate film to the tube wall, and convection heat transfer from the 

tube wall to the water flowing inside the tube. To calculate the total heat transfer rate, a 

therm al resistance method has been used. The equivalent thermal resistance diagram 

shown in Figure 3 has four resistances: the thermal resistance associated with the

convection inside the pipe i? ,, the thermal resistance associated with the condensate film

^cond ’ the effective resistance associated with the m ass transfer o f  vapour to pipe wall

Rmass, and the thermal resistance associated with the sensible heat transfer o f  the air to

the condensate film The thermal resistance across the pipe wall is neglected. It

should be noted that R^^^^ is not a traditional thermal resistance but it should be treated

as such for the purpose o f  this iterative method.

Free-stresm Vapor/FQm Pipe Surface Bulk Water
Dry Bulb Interface Temp. Temp. Temp.

Tj T, T. Tw

R«m =

^ = ^ “ TîiÂ
1

T,

Figure 3. Equivalent thermal resistance diagram.
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The total thermal resistance R,^^, for the circuit will be the sum of the individual

resistances. For a thin walled pipe, it is assumed that Aq ~ A., then:

, 1 1------
D D (3.1)

Where each individual resistance can be expressed as:

^mass ~ ’ ‘̂ sen ~ — (3.2)

(33)

Where hgg„, and A, are the average convective heat transfer coefficients

produced by the sensible heat transfer of air on the condensate film and outside surface of 

the pipe, condensation on the outside of the pipe, and internal forced convection on the 

inside of the pipe, respectively.

The overall heat transfer coefficient, C/, can be expressed as:

(3.4)

U = JD 1 1 ^ARfyf + .= --------h-=-
\ o n d  k j

-1

Where

(15)

^ot ~
1 1 1-------

\^ m ass ^sen J
(3.6)
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3.1 Mass-transfer Resistance

To initiate the iterative solution procedure, the mass transfer resistance w ill be 

calculated first. In this heat recovery process, water vapour will be removed from air with 

simultaneous heat and mass transfer. This combined heat and mass transfer problem  can 

be calculated by using Chilton-Colbum analogy with H ilpert’s empirical correlation for 

forced convection over a cylinder [6] [12].

In the case o f  external flow, when mass transfer occurs at the convective surface, 

the N usselt num ber and Sherwood num ber are defined as follows:

N u = C R e ^  Pr%^ (3.7)

5^  = C R e^ P r* /^  (3.8)

W here Pr is the Prandtl number and Sc is the Schmidt number.

The interfacial water vapour density and the interfacial temperature are unknown. 

To evaluate the air and mass transfer properties, a value is estimated for the condensate 

interfacial mean temperature, T. . This temperature is a “guess” value to start the iteration

procedure and this value will be corrected as the solution proceeds. At this assumed 

interfacial temperature, the density o f  the air and w ater vapour at the interface condition 

can now  be calculated. The interface vapour p r e s s u r e ,c o i r e s p o n d in g  to the water

18 pp.OPfTT/OF
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saturation pressure at the assumed interface temperature, 7], can be determined from the 

steam table.

The vapour density at the interface condition can be calculated by using the ideal gas law:

(3.^)

To calculate the air density at the interface, a similar procedure can be used:

(P P a i^a
Rf,  ( " " "

The relative humidity at the free stream condition is^j, the free stream temperature is 7] 

and the vapour saturation pressure at this temperature isP^„,,. At the free stream 

condition, the partial pressure of water vapour is:

(3.11)

The free stream water vapour density can be calculated by using the ideal gas law:

Pvl-^v
PV (3.12)
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Similarly, ideal gas law can be used to calculate the free stream air density:

(p  P a\M a  /o io \
R f ,

N ow , the m ean density o f  the mixture can be calculated as follows:

From  the above interface density values, the interface mass fraction o f  w ater vapour can 

be calculated as follows:

m ,=  -  (3.15)
P y i + P a i

Similarly, the mass fraction o f water vapour at the free stream can be calculated as 

follows:

m, = 'v\

P v \ + P a \
(3.16)

-  T i+ T i
The approximate film temperature is, 7y  = ^ ' and the air and mass transfer

properties are calculated at this film temperature.

The diffusion co effic ien t^ , can be calculated by the relationship proposed by Frank and 

David [3] as follows:

^  = 0 .26x10"^ L l
298V y

(3.17)
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The mixture viscosity,//^, has been evaluated by using Wilke’s method [13]. A

general equation for mixture viscosity as a function of molecular weights and viscosities 

of the pure components of the mixture was developed by Wilke [13]. The equation is in 

close agreement with the experimental data, which are believed sufficiently accurate for 

many purposes. Rose [4] recommended the Wilke method to calculate the mixture 

viscosity.

The Wilke equation is as follows:

1 + (j:i / jC2Vi2 + { ^ 2 M ^ 3 +••• 1 + (;ci /%2 )̂ 721 + (^3 /  -̂ 2̂ )%3 + -

This above equation can be written in the general form:

J = l
j * i

Where Çÿ is defined as follows:

The kinematic viscosity of the mixture can be calculated as follows:

^  = ^  (3.21)
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W here the Schmidt num ber is given by:

& = ̂  (3.22)
O

From the given values o f  exhaust gas volume flow roiQ / s ) , and the duct cross 

sectional area o f  the the velocity o f  the exhaust gas can be calculated as;

F  = - ^  (3.23)

The Reynolds number for the exhaust gas can be calculated as follows:

R e^ = ' (3.24)
f^m

Using the above mentioned Chilton-Colbum analogy, the Sherwood num ber can be 

calculated as follows;

^  = CRe^5'c^/^ (3.25)

H ilpert’s correlation constants C and m  are tabulated in the Appendix C.

From the above calculated values o f  Sherwood number, the convective mass transfer 

conductance can be calculated as follows:

_ p „ S h  5  (3.26)
8m -  D

The condensation rate, which is equal to mass transfer rate, can be calculated as follows: 

K = S m ^  Wvl -  ^ v i )  (3 27)

The total pipe surface area is X = ttDL
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The latent heat transfer rate required to condense vapour at this rate can be calculated as 

follows:

q i = t h y h f g  (3.28)

Where the enthalpy of vaporization of water at interface temperature 7}, can be

obtained from the steam table.

Finally, the effective thermal resistance due to mass transfer can be calculated as follows:

(3.29)
91
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3.2 Sensible Heat Transfer Resistance

The mixture o f  air and water vapour loses sensible heat when it first contacts the 

cooling coil. To calculate the sensible heat transfer coefficient, the Hilpert correlation has 

been used. From the point o f  view o f engineering calculations, the empirical correlation 

proposed by Hilpert is widely used for gas flow over cylinders [11][12][14]. The Hilpert 

correlation is given as follows;

iV« = C R e B  Pr^/^ (3.30)

H ilpert’s correlation constants C and  m  are tabulated in the Appendix C l.

For air, the Prandtl number Pr and thermal conductivity are evaluated at the film

temperature 7 /  = ^  —■, and the Reynolds number is given by

(3.31)

The sensible heat transfer coefficient is as follows:

(3.32)

The sensible heat transfer resistance is given by:

^sen  7  (3.33)
^sert ^

The total mass and sensible heat transfer resistance can be calculated as follows:

^o t  —
^ 1 1 ^ *   — -I--------
\^ m a s s  ^ sen  J

(3.34)
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3.3 Condensation Heat Transfer

The condensation heat transfer coefficient for the outer surface of the pipes can be 

calculated by using an equation for laminar film condensation on the outer surface of a 

horizontal tube bank [11][14]. The average Nusselt number for the case of a vertically 

arranged horizontal tube bank that has n tubes with a diameterD is:

A. 7

1 / 4
g hfg P i ( p !  -  P v ) ( n  p f  

Ml {^i -  Tg)
(3.35)

In the above equation, the liquid film properties are determined at condensate 

mean film temperature, which is + T] )/ 2 . The temperature difference between the pipe

surface temperature7^, and the mean vapor film temperature (interface temperature)/]., is 

unknown. It is important to make an initial guess for the temperature drop between the 

pipe surface temperature and the vapour film temperature,?} - T , ,  to begin the iteration 

procedure. As the iteration process proceeds, these assumed values will be corrected to 

the temperature difference71-7}.
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3.4 Internal Forced Convection

Internal forced convection occurs when the fluid goes into the tube at a uniform 

temperature that is less than that o f the tube surface temperature. Internal flow is the one 

in which flow is confined by a surface such as flow in a pipe. Internal flow dealing with 

cooling or heating is usually treated using convection correlations [12].

M any empirical correlations for calculating the heat transfer coefficient for fully 

developed internal flolv can be found in the literature. The recent and more accurate 

correlation recommended by the Handbook o f Heat Transfer is the Gnielinski correlation

which is accurate within ±10%  in the range ofO.5 < Pr < 106 and  2300 < R e ^  < 5x10^ 

[15].

Nud = 0.0214 (R e 2)̂  -  lO o) Pr® "̂ (3.36)

V alid in the range 0.5 < Pr < 1.5, 10^ < Re^, < 10^

Nud = 0.021 (R e J )^ ^ - 28o ) Pr°"^ (3.37)

V alid in the range 1.5 < Pr < 500, 3x10^ < Re^) <10^

For internal flows, the mean bulk temperature is a convenient reference 

temperature and the properties o f  water inside the pipe are determined at the mean bulk 

temperature. For the first iteration, the properties are evaluated at the w ater inlet
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temperature, 7^;. As the iteration process proceeds, this temperature is corrected to the 

bulk temperature, which is (r^ ̂  -  71̂  ; ] /2 .

For the internal flow, Reynolds number is given by:

= (3.38)
Aw ^^A w

The average heat transfer coefficient can be obtained as:

(3.39)
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3.5 Overall heat-transfer Coefficient

A fter obtaining all the heat transfer coefficients, the following equation can be 

used for calculating the overall heat transfer coefficient [11].

U  = ) + T ------ + Y"
^cond ,

(3.40)

The LM TD method is used to calculate the overall heat transfer rate, q :

q = F U A t . T i ^ (3.41)

W here the log mean temperature difference is given by:

=

In
(zi - L )

(̂ 1 -  Two )

(3.42)

q = F U  A
In

(3.43)

W here T̂ ,̂i and are the domestic water inlet and outlet temperatures respectively.

N ote that this situation can be treated as a pure counter flow, since the temperature on the 

outside o f  the condenser film is essentially constant. Therefore, the correction factor is
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unity {F « l)[l 1]. Solving the above equations for the domestic water outlet 

temperature 7^0 yields;

CPw ^w o ~ T w i)= F U  A
(̂ 1 ~^wo) (3.44)

^wo = “  k -  — :
UA

^Pw J
(3.45)

Using the value ofT^ q , an improved estimate of the total heat transfer rate to the

condenser coils can be obtained:

(3.46)

After calculating the total heat transfer rate for the heat exchanger, a better 

estimate of the interface temperature T, can be made. Referring to the thermal resistance 

diagram in Figure 3, the improved interface temperature is

Tj = T i-qR ,ot (3.47)

To proceed with the next iteration, an improved estimate of the temperature drop 

across the condensate film 7} -  T, is needed. This quantity can be obtained using the
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im proved heat-transfer rate and the condensation heat-transfer coefficient 

follows:

T i - T , = -  (3.48)
^cond ^

Improved values have now been calculated for all the parameters that were 

guessed in the first iteration. For the iteration procedure, the commercially available heat 

transfer software EES [2] has been used (for EES sample calculations, see Appendix B). 

The procedure described above can be repeated until convergence is achieved.
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3.6 Condition after the Coil

The heat exchanger in this heat recovery dryer has four banks of vertically arranged 

horizontal tubes and it is required to calculate the heat transfer rate for each tube bank. 

The analysis in this case proceeds along the same lines with the outlet conditions of the 

first bank becoming the inlet conditions for the second bank, and so on.

The composition of a given moist air can be described by means of the humidity 

ratio w , defined as the ratio of the mass of the water vapour to the mass of the dry air.

w- (3.49)

If the heat exchanger is treated as a control volume, then, at steady state, the amount 

of dry air and water vapour contained in a control volume can not vary. Thus, for each 

component, the incoming and outgoing mass flow rates must be equal.

'Mol = /Mg 2 (Dry air) (3.50)

'^v2 + ' ” h.i ^ '^ v i  (Water) (3.51)

The mass flow rates of water vapour can be expressed in terms of humidity ratios 

as TM̂i = wiWq andwv2 ^^d the mass balance for water vapour can be

expressed as (wj -  W2 ), where ivj and W2 are the values of specific humidity

before and after the coil, respectively, and the humidity ratio for the state 2 can be 

expressed as
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(3.52)
m  a

Similarly, for this problem, the conditions at state 2 (after the first bank) can be 

calculated using the condensation rate and the mass flow rate o f  dry air on the

first coil. The specific humidity before the coil, w j, can be determined by assum ing ideal 

gas behaviour as:

■ ' ■ s

In the m oist air condition, the ratio o f  molecular weight o f  water vapour to that o f  dry air 

is approximately 0.622 and the above equation can be written as;

w, = 0 . 6 2 2 - ^  (3.56)
Pa\

The mass flow rate o f  the dry air can be determined by ideal gas law as:

= (3-57)

Evaluating Equation 3.52 and using the mass flow rate o f  d iy  air and the condensation 

rate from  converged solution, the humidity ratio after the first tube bank can be 

calculated.
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The moist air outlet temperature of the coil is unknown. An energy balance or the 

first law analysis can be used to determine the outlet temperature that will be the fi-ee 

stream temperature of the second tube bank. The energy rate balance reduces at the 

steady state to:

q = rha[(/Zg2 ~ K \ ) ~ M K\  + ^2^v2 + (^1 “ ^ 2 ]  (3-59)

where and h^2 &re the enthalpies of the diy air, and h^2 ^re the enthalpies of the 

water vapour at the tube bank inlet and outlet temperature respectively, and hj is the 

enthalpy of liquid water at inlet temperature.

An iterative solution procedure is used to calculate the outlet temperature of the first 

tube bank or the inlet temperature of the second tube bank. For the iteration procedure, 

the commercially available EES software [2] has been used. To initiate the iteration 

process, a “guess” value for this temperature is assumed to get the enthalpy values until 

the above equation converges. The temperature at which the convergence is achieved will 

be the free stream temperature for the second tube bank. Using this fi'ee stream 

temperature and the specific humidity ratio W2 , the conditions for state 2 can be

determined completely.

After determining the condition for state 2, the analysis proceeds along the same 

lines as the first tube bank. The heat transfer rate for all four tube banks can be calculated 

with the outlet conditions of the first bank becoming the inlet conditions for the second 

bank, and so on.
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3.7 Coils P ressu re  D rop  C alculation

W hen fluid is passed across a tube bank, a pressure drop develops across the bank 

from  the inlet to the outlet. This pressure drop m ust be known if  the pumping power 

required by a fan to move the fluid through the bank is to be ascertained. To calculate the 

pressure drop, Hegan proposed the following relation [16]:

A P  = N  I O max / (3.60)

W here the friction factor /  and the correction factor O , for staggered tube, are 

determined using Figure 4, andiV^ is the number o f rows in the tube bank. The 

value is the mean inlet density o f  the fluid and C/max is the maximum velocity o f  the 

fluid.

80

TO

O.'J
0.41

2,50

2.00

p l  ie* 10*2
RCr,

F igure  4. Friction factor for a staggered tube bank as a function 

o f  the Reynolds number [16]
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In a staggered tube bank, altering rows are offset by one half of the tube spacing. 

The spacing that is parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction is defined as the 

longitudinal pitch, 5'/,, and transverse pitch, S'j’, respectively. The Reynolds 

number. Re£)max is based on the maximum velocity [/^ax occurs in the tube bank. 

For staggered tube banks, the maximum velocity occurs at either the transverse 

plane Pj or P2 as shown in Figure 5, depending on the spacing of tubes in the bank. The 

maximum velocity > occurs at the transverse plane, P|. From the conservation of

mass principle, the maximum velocity is [16]:
I

(3.61)
07’ — L)

If the tubes are spaced such that,

(3.62)

The maximum velocity, 17max > occurs at^^ and the maximum velocity t/max is:

Where, by the Pythagorean theorem, is

(3.64)

In Figure 4, a = —  ,b = —  
D D
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î

Row 2

F igu re  5. Tube arrangement in a staggered tube bank [16]
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3.8 Suction Velocity

In a steady state condition, condensation occurs at the liquid film interface on the 

wall. As a result of the condensation process at the interface, there is a bulk velocity of 

the air towards the wall, as if there is suction at the interface. Only the water vapour 

condenses; therefore, the water concentration is reduced and suction is induced at the 

interface [17].

At a steady state condition, the condensation rate can be defined as:

m^=PrnAVim^i (3.65)

or

n  = — ^  (3.66)
P m ^^v i  J,

Where v, is the interface suction velocity and /n,. is the mass fraction of vapour at 
interface
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CHAPTER 4 
Results and Discussion

Using the solution procedure described in Chapter 3, the converged results for all four 
coils are tabulated in Table 1.

Q u a n tity
F irs t  T u b e  

B a n k

Second 

T u b e  B a n k

T h ird  T u b e  

B ank

F o u r th  T u b e  

B a n k
T o ta l

T ota l heat transfer rate q (W ) 894 873 853 836
3456

C ondensate  vapour interface tem perature

T,  ("C)
12.9 12.7 12.6 12.5

C ondensate surface tem perature difference

T i - T s  ("C)
1.9 1.81 1.79 1.74

L aten t heat transfer rate q j  (W ) 755 736.9 718.4 703
2913

84.3%

Sensible heat transfer rate

(ft '  )
138 136.6 134.6 132.8

542

15.68%

Sensib le  hea t transfer coeffic ient 55.01 55.01 55.0 54.99

C ondensation  heat transfer coeffic ient 8798 9037 8935 8967

Internal convection  heat transfer coeffic ient h j 8878 8856 8870 8868

O verall heat transfer coeffic ient U 328.5 326 323.2 321

C ondensation  rate i h y  { k g  /  5 ) 3.057 X 10"' 2.983 X lO"* 2.907 X lO"* 2.845 X 10"*

A fter co il condition 

(ou tle t o f  the  bank)

Tem perature C 59.21 58.43 57.73 56.93

R elative hum idity  ^ 81 .0 9 % 82.18% 83.26% 84.36%

Total pressure drop for the heat exchanger is AP = 37.1 Pa  or 0.1489 inch H2O
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The basis of this heat and mass transfer problem was the energy balance at the 

interface, and the heat transfer from the gas phase was viewed as made up of sensible 

cooling of non-condensable gas and the contribution due to mass transfer, that is, the 

latent heat due to condensation of the diffused vapour at the interface. Separate models 

for the calculation of latent and sensible heat transfer were used. The mass transfer 

coefficients were obtained from an analogy with heat transfer, and the unknown interface 

temperature was solved for iteratively.

The tabulated results show that the condensation of vapour contributed more to 

the heat transfer than the sensible heat component. The latent heat transfer is 84.3 % of 

the total heat transfer, whereas the sensible heat transfer is 15.68 % of the total heat 

transfer. Thus, the latent heat component is 5 times higher than the sensible heat 

component.

Heat transfer by radiation was not taken into account and the effects of interfacial 

shear stress were neglected. It can be seen in the appendix that the suction effect for this 

problem was found to be 17% of the free stream velocity, and therefore it was ignored. 

The mass transfer effects were the main resistance to the condensation heat transfer. 

Hence, it is not expected that the improvement of the condensation model would improve 

the heat transfer rate.

From the results, it can also be observed that after the first coil, the free stream 

temperature reduced by 0.8 °C and the relative humidity increased by 1.1%; hence, the 

heat transfer rate in the second coil was reduced by 21 W. Similarly, a reduction in
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tem perature can be observed in the third coil, but the heat transfer rate was reduced by 

only 20 W. It is evident that the heat transfer rate decreased by 17 W  in the fourth coil, 

and the reason for this could be the 4% increase in the relative humidity while the dry 

bulb tem perature decreased.

The m ain purpose o f this project was to determine the amount o f  heat available to 

be recovered from an industrial cloth dryer. The data for this design was collected from a 

20 kW  dryer, and the heat recovery from that dryer was observed to be about 17.3 %.

A sim ilar model was studied for a single coil by Naylor and Oosthuizen [11] in 

which heat transfer only by the diffusion o f vapour was considered. Furthermore, the free 

stream temperature and relative humidity were considered as 45 °C and 90%, 

respectively. The heat transfer rate calculated for the single coil was 375 W. A significant 

im provem ent can be observed in the present model where both the latent heat transfer and 

the sensible heat transfer were considered, and the free stream temperature was taken as 

60°C with 80% relative humidity. The average overall heat transfer rate was 2.3 times 

higher than that in the previous study done by [11]. The average latent heat transfer rate 

was 1.9 times higher than that in the previous study. The reason for the improvement in 

latent heat transfer was that the warm air (60°C) carried more moisture than the cold air 

(4 5 °C ). The improvement in the overall heat transfer rate due to the sensible heat was 

only 16% on average. This condensing heat exchanger efficiency can be improved by 

adding more coils to the heat exchanger, provided that the pressure drop in the heat 

exchanger is kept to a permissible value.
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TThe derivatkm of fbe preseiü mcxielwaG twwxxl on the (arqpnical correlatkms ha 

terras ()f dKmensionless üwaniuü paraineters awid (DcpeiimentaUif raeasimxl cxmsümts; 

hence, these correlations can be expected to yield only estimates. These correlations do 

not account for the &ee stream turbulence in the second coil that can contribute to an 

increase in the heat transfer rate for the second coil and the coils after it. An inqrrovement 

can be expected if a practical study is done on the condensation heat exchanger for an 

industrial electric clothes dryer.
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Appendix A — Sample Mathematical Calculations

Dry air temperature at free stream is = 60°C and relative humidity Æff = 80%,

For the first iteration, a good guess for the interfacial temperature is to take twice the 

value o f  the w ater inlet temperature (8 °C). Then, the interfacial guess temperature is 

r ,  =16°C

Film  tem perature o f  the dry exhaust air can be calculated as:

— ^ =38°C

The saturated vapour pressure at the interface temperature Ti =16°C  is P^, = 2339Pa  

The vapour density at the interface condition can be calculated by using the ideal gas law:

"  (8314)(289) = O ' » W ™ ’

To calculate the air density at the interface, a similar procedure can be used.

^ ^ ^ J 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 8 1 9 ) ( 2 9 ) ^ , ^ ^ ^
RT.  (8314)(289)

The relative hum idity at the free stream condition is = 80 %, the temperature is60°C , 

and the vapour saturation pressure at this temperature is 19932 Pa. At free stream 

condition, the partial pressure o f  water vapour is
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The ûee stream water vapour density can be calculated by using the ideal gas law as:

Similarly, the ideal gas law can be used to calculate the free stream air density:

From the above density values, the interface mass fraction of water vapour can be 

calculated as follows:

m, = —  = 0.0114
0.0136+1.184

Similarly, the mass fraction of vapour at the free stream is:

0.1038 
0.1038 + 0.8794

Mean density of the dry air-vapour mixture can be calculated as:

 A , )
Pm 2

(0.0173+1.16l)(0.1038 + 0.8794) , ,
----------------- 4;  ̂= 1.081 Ag/m"
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The approximate film temperature i sT  f = ZLlZI = .É2±1É. = 38°C . The air and mass
2 2

transfer properties are calculated at the film temperature

. f 3 1 1 ^^
^  = 0 .26x10^  —

l2 9 8 j

M ixture viscosity is calculated by W ilke [13] method

= 2 .7 7 2 x 1 0 -'wV-s

Calculation for Mixture Viscosity Using Wilke Method

i

The free stream total pressure f  = 1 OOAf a , the free stream humidity ^  = 80% and all the 

properties are calculated at film temperature: T f  -  38“ C

—  I s J  e
W ater vapour viscosity at T / = 38“ C is = 10.25 x 10 — —

m

A ir viscosity at T f  = 38“C is //^ = 190 .9x10"^^^^
m

M olecular weight for water =18.015 

M olecular weight for air =28.97

Introducing the above values in the relationship given by Wilke:

Vav
1 +

[l +  (19 .09 /10 . 2 5 p  (l 8 .0 1 5 /2 8 .9 7 )'/“ f  
(4/ V 2Ï 1 +  (2 8 .97 /18 .015)]‘/^

> a v  = 1 -0 7 1
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1+(10.25/I9.09y/^ (28.97/18.015^/'^ 

(4/V2%l + (18.015/28.97)]"/^

= 0.9246

At film temperature, the vapour pressure is = 0.0663éor and the partial pressure of

Ac vqxMir is:

^ = 0.8(0.0663) = 0.0530 W

Mole fraction will be the partial pressure of each component.

X, = 0.0530

X =1-0.0530 = 0.9469

 ^  +— ^
1 ■ 1 14 ÿlya iH-----

Xy Xg

10.25 19.09

0.9469'
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The m ixture viscosity is

/ / „ = 1 8 .4 7 x l 0 - « ^  
m

M ixture kinem atic viscosity is:

V =  ̂  = = 16.94X 10^
P .  1-09 '

5  2 .772x10”̂

The exhaust gas volume flow rate is 0  = 0.13 m^f Sec , and the cross sectional area o f  the

— 0 13exhaust is Æ = 0.04w^. The velocity o f the exhaust gas will be F  = ——  = 3.25m/s  .
0.04 '

The Reynolds num ber for the exhaust gas can be calculated as follows:

1.847x10-' ■

F orR e^ =  1918, the values o f  Hilpert’s [12] correlation constants are C  = 0.683 and 

m = 0.466 (see Appendix C)

  1/
S h  = C  R e g

Sh = 0.683(1918)®'^ (0.6112)^ = 19.63
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Hence, the convective mass transfer conductance is

g, D

0.01

The mass trans&r rate which is equal to the condensation rate is given by

<  = g .

The total surface pipe surface area vf = ;rDZ, = ;r(0.0l)(l.7) = 0.0534

Introducing the above calculated values in the condensation rate equation, the 

condensation rate is:

= (0.0593)(0.0534) (0.1055 -  0.01139) = 2.983 x 10"*% / g

The latent heat transfer rate required to condense vapour at this rate is:

= (2.983 xl0"')(2463000) = 734.7 IK

The effective thermal resistance due to mass transfer can be calculated as:

= 0.0599 ° C/IK
9, 734.7
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Sensible Heat Transfer

The film temperature is 7y  = 38° C

The viscosity o f  dry exhaust mixture is //„ = 18.47 x 10“* JV sfni^

P r = 0.726

K ^ , ^ ^ 2 6 A l x l O - ^ W l m K

The Reynolds number as calculated above is Re^ =1918

To calculate the sensible heat transfer coefficient, the Hilpert correlation is used and 

for Reg =1918 , the Hiljpert constants are C  = 0.683 and m  = 0.466

N u  = C Re%

Nu  = 0.683(1918)°“' '  (0 .726)^  = 20.79

The sensible heat transfer coefficient is:

h ^ N u ^  = = 5 5 M W j m ^ K
D   ̂ ’ 0.01

The effective thermal resistance for sensible heat transfer is:

1 1
R  =  - ^ --------- - = 0.3402 •C /» '

(55.04)(0.0534)

The total firee stream mass and sensible transfer resistance is:

(  \ 1 1
- [  '  ,

1 Y

 ̂̂ mass ^sen J 10.0599 ' 0.3402 )
= 0 .05V  C /W
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Condensation Heat Transfer

The correlation to calculate the condensation heat transfer over the tube bank is as

follows [4]:

=0.729

1/4

All the liquid water properties are evaluated at + 7 )) /2 = 12°C for the first iteration as

follows:

Condensate thermal conductivity K ,  = 0 .5 6 1 4 W I m K  

Condensate density =1000^/m ^

Condensate viscosity = 1 . 0 3 1  x W ^ N s j i n ^

The latent heat of vaporization is calculated at the interface temperatureÎ] = 16°C, that is 

A ^= 2 4 5 3 t//% ^

The density of vapour in this problem is very small; Aerefbre, it is assumed that the term 

) is approximately equal to p / . There are nine staked pipes (« = 9) in this heat 

exchanger. Introducing all the above values in the above correlation,

=0.729
(9.81) (2463x10^1 (1000)  ̂(9x0.01)^ 

(l.037xl0-^j (0.5^74) (12)
=864.6
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The average condensation heat transfer coefficient can be calculated as:

hgg„,^5A5\Wlm^K

Internal Forced Convection

The m ost recent correlation for the internal flow inside a pipe by Gnielinski is as follows

[4]:

Nui  =0.012(R e^^'^-280)Pr® '^

W here 1 .5 < P r < 5 0 0  and 3x10^ < Re^ < 10^

All the properties are calculated at water bulk temperature which is^T^^ + r ^ , ) / 2 . For the

first iteration, the properties are determined at water inlet temperature 7’̂ , = 8 “C as 

follows:

W ater conductivity = 0.56AW/mK  

The specific heat o f  water Cp^ = 4192 J / k g K  

The density o f  w ater = 1000 kg/m^

The viscosity o f  water = 1.3S6 x  10~  ̂N s / m ^

Prandtl num ber P r , = 10.31
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The volume flow rate o f water inside the pipe is 6 £/min and the mass flow rate o f the

water inside the pipe is = 0.1^ / s

For the internal flow, Reynolds number can be calculated as:

Re. , y-’l  , , .13128
/ / .  n-Dfj, ;r(O.Ol)(l.386xlO-’)

The Re^ =13128 is turbulent, and introducing the Reynolds number and Prandtl 

number in the above internal flow correlation,

%  =0.012 ((13128)'^-280)(10.3I)°^ =1082

The average heat trans&r coefficient can be obtained as
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The Overall Heat Transfer Rate

The overall heat transfer coefficient is calculated as follows:

r
u = ) +  -7= T="

hcond h,  j

U  =
1 1

(0 .0534)(0 .051) + — +
5451 8711

U  = Z3>\AWlm^K

The LM TD method is used to calculate the overall heat transfer rate q

q = F U  A A 7}^ = F U  A

In

' i > C p , { K , - T „ ) ^ F U A

In
(71- 7^ 0)
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Solving the above equations for the domestic water outlet temperature T wo J

^o = ex p ( T . , - T , y T ,

^wo ~
331.4(0.0534)

0.1(4192)
(8 -60 )+ 60  = 10.15“C

Using this result, an improved estimate of the total heat-transfer rate to the condenser 

coils can be obtained:

q = m„Cp, ( r „ .  -  7;,. ) = 0.1(4192)(10.15 -  8) = 901PF 

Condition after the Coil

To estimate the after-coil condition, an energy balance or first law analysis for the heat 

exchanger is given as follows:

- q  = [(/t̂ 2 - K ) - ^ A x +  ^ i K i  +(^]-W2)4]

Where A^,andA^2^re the enthalpies of the dry air and the enthalpies

of water vapour at the tube bank inlet and outlet temperature respectively, and hf is the 

enthalpy of water, at water inlet temperature.
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The specific humidity at the inlet is calculated as:

w, =0.622

Where, and j are the free stream vapour pressure and air pressure respectively, 

calculated at free stream temperature = 60° C

J 0 . 6 2 2 ^ i l i ? ^  = 0 . 1 1 8 O - f e ^ ^
(l 00000 -15946) kg o f  dry air

The mass flow rate o f  dry air is

Using the condensation rate for the converged solution, air mass flow rate and the 

specific humidity w ,, the specific humidity at the outlet o f the first coil can be

calculated as follows:

^  â .  = 0 . 1 1 8 0 - ^ : § ^ ^  = 0.1153
0.114
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To initiate the iterative solution to calculate the moist air outlet temperature of the 

first tube bank, a value of = 59° C is assumed (note that for the first iteration a good

guess for the coil outlet temperature is to take TC less than the free stream inlet 

temperature). At this temperature, the enthalpy of the air and water vapour are 

determined from the tabulated data as follows;

=333808, A,; =332801,

A,, =2.609x10% /i, 2 =2.607x10'

A, =42532

From the converged solution for coil l(See Appendix B) the total heat transfer rate g was 

calculated as 894W and the equation below should converged to ^ = 894 IF

-9  = 0.114[(332801-333808)-0.1180(2.609x10') + 0.1153(2.607x10') + (0.1180-0.115;

- q [ - m ] * - 9 2 W

From the above calculation, it can be noticed that convergence to the heat transfer rate 

has not been achieved at the guess temperature=59°C.  A new temperature value is

guessed each time until the convergence is achieved. The complete converged solution 

has been achieved using EES, and the EES solution is attached in the Appendix.
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Coils Pressure Drop Calculation

For this heat exchanger design, the values o f and 5^ can be determine from Figure 1. 

W here, = 0.02 m

Sj- = 0,02 m

Tube diam eter,!) = 0.01 /w

Then = J0.02" + ( 0.02 ^
) V I 2 J = 0.02236 m

Applying the test.

Sj. + D  0.02 + 0.01 _ _. _
—------ =  = 0.015 m

S + DIt can be seen that iS^is greater than— , then the maximum velocity can be

estimated by using  ------— U,
S j - D

W here is the free stream air inlet velocity =3.25 mis

0.02
U.max 0 .0 2 - 0.01

(3 .25 ) = 6.5 mjs

The Reynolds number based on the maximum velocity is

^®Dmax
^m ax ^

V

W here v  is the fluid mean inlet viscosity and the Reynolds number is:
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Sr 0.02 -
a = —  =  = 2

D 0.01

D  0.01

r '

From Figure 12, /  « 0.4 and 0  » 1 and Â i = 4 (number of rows)

The pressure drop of the heat exchanger is:

AP = 37.1Pa

Interface suction velocity

The interface suction velocity can be calculated by equation 3.67

Pn.A^i

The condensation mass flow rate, = 3.055x10’^

The mass fraction of vapour at the interface, m, = 9.308 x 10“̂  

The mixture mean density,/?^ = \.Q91 kgjm^

Area of the coil, A = 5.34x10’ /̂n^

3.055x10""

1.097 (5.34x10'^) (9.308x10“̂ )
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V. = 0.56 m/s

The percentage of the suction velocity compare to the velocity of mixture is:

Hence the interfacial suction velocity is 17.23% of the free stream velocity.
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Appendix -B- Sample EES Calculation and Result

EES C onverged  S o lu tion s for First Coil 
Input
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

Ti=12.9 
Tinf=60 
Tf=(Ti+Tlnf)/2 
Rh=.80
Pvf=P_sat(water,T=Tf)
Paf=100000-Pvf 
Pvi=P_sat(water,T=Ti )
Pv=P_sat( w ater,!=11 nf)
Pv1=Rh*Pv 
Pai=100000-Pvi 
Pa1=100000-Pv1  
R=8314
Mv=Molarmass(water)
Ma=Moiarmass(air) i  
DH 20a=0.26*10''(-4) 
Delta=DH20a*((Tf+273)/298)A(3/2)
9=9.81 
d=.01 
di=0.007  
L=0.188889*n 
n=9
A=pi*d*L 
Qflow=0.13 
V=(0.13/.2'^2) 
mw=0.1
Hv=enthaipy(water,T=TI,X=1 ) 
Hg=enthalpy(water,T=Ti,X=0) 
hfg=Hv-Hg
Rhovi=(Pvi*Mv)/(R*(Ti+273)) 
Rhoai=(Pai*Ma)/(R*(Ti+273))
Rhovi =(Pv1 *Mv)/(R*(Tlnf+273)) 
Rhoa1=(ParM a)/(R*(Tinf+273)) 
mi=Rhovi/(Rhovi+Rhoai) 
m l =Rhov1/(Rhov1+Rhoa1 ) 
Rhom=(Rhovi+Rhoai+Rhov1+Rhoa1)/2 
k=conductivity(air,T=Tf) 
cp=cp(air,T=Tf) 
mua=viscosity(air,T=Tf)
Pr=(cp*mua)/k
{Calculation for viscosity by Wilke method} 
muv=viscosity(water,T=Tf,P=Pvf)

(linterfacial temperature}
{Free stream temperature}
{Film temperature}
{Relative Temperature}
{Saturated pressure at If}
{Free stream air temperature}
{interface pressure at Ti}
{Free stream pressure at Tint}
{Vapour partial pressure at Tint}
{Partial pressure of air at Ti}
{Partial pressure of air at Tint}
{Universal g a s constant)
{Molecular weight of water}
{Molecular weight of air}
{Binary Diffusion Coefficient @ 1atm. and 2 9 8  K} 
{Binary Diffusion Coefficient @ 1atm . and Tf} 
{Gravitaional constant}
{Tube Diameter}
{Tube internal diameter}
{Tube length}
{Number of Tube}
{Tube surface area}
{Total air flow rate}
{air velocity}
{Mass fiowrate of water}
{Enthalpy of water vapour}
{enthalpy of liquid water}
{enthalpy of p hase change}
{Vapour density at Ti}
{Air density at Ti}
{Vapour density at Tinf}
{Air density at Tinf}

{M ass friction of vapour at interface} 
{Mass friction of vapour at free stream} 
{Mixture m ean density}
{Air conductivity at Tfilm}
{Capacity heat capacity at Tf}
{Air viscosity at Tfilm}
{Prandtl number}

{Vapour viscosity at Tfilm}

Phiav=(1+(mua/muv)''(0.5)*(Mv/Ma)''(0.25))''2/(4/sqrt(2)*(1+(Ma/Mv))''0.5) {Wilke equation Phi 
air/vapour}

Phiva=(1+(muv/mua)''(0.5)*(Ma/Mv)''(0.25))''2/(4/sqrt(2)*(1+(Mv/Ma))'^0.5) {Wilke equation Phi 
vapour/air}

mum=muv/(1+(Paf/Pvf)*Phiva)+mua/(1+(Pvf/Paf)*Phiav) {Mixture viscosity for Wilke equation}
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{C alculation  for m a s s  transfer}
N u=m um /R hom
S c= N u /d e lta
R ed=(R tiom *V *d)/m um
0 = 0 .6 8 3
m = 0 .4 6 6
S h= C *R ed ''m *S c^ (1 /3 )  
gm =(rhom *Sh*D elta)/d  
m dotv=A*gm *(m 1 -m i) 
ql=hfg*m dotv  
R m ass=(T inf-TI)/q!
{C alculation  for s e n s ib le  h ea t transfer)
Nus=C*Red'^m*Pr'^(1/3)
h sen = (N u s*k )/d
R sen = 1 /(h sen * A )
q sen =(T inf-T I)/R sen

R ot=((1 /R m a ss)+ (1  /R sen))''(-1  )
{C alculation  for co n d en sa tio n  H eat Transfer)
T i-T s= 1 .91
T sf= (T i+T s)/2
P sf= P _ sa t(w a ter ,T = T  sf)
k l=conductivity(w ater,T =T sf,x=0)
M u l=viscosity(w ater,T =T  sf,x = 0 )  
rho= density(w ater,T = T sf,x= 0)  
Nucond=0.729*((g*hfg*rho''2*(n*d)''3)/(M ul*kl*(Ti- 
hcond=(N ucond*K i)/(n*d)
{C alculation  for Internal C onvection )
Tw i=8
T w o = 1 0 .1 4
Tw f=(T w i+T w o)/2
k w = cond  uctivity(\A/ater,T=Twf,x=0)
cpw =cp(w ater,T =T w f.x=G )
rh ow = density(w ater,T =T w f,x=0)
m uw = viscosity(w ater,T = T w f,x=0)
Prw =(cpw *m uw )/kw
R edw =(4*m w )/(pi*di*m uw )
N u i= 0 .012*(R ed w ''(0 .87)-280)*P n «^ (0 .4 )
hi=(Nui*kw)/di
{O verall h ea t tran sfer rate)
U =((A *R ot)+(1/hcond)+(1/h i))''(-1)
Twon=Tinf-(Tlnf-Twl)*Exp(-(tJ*A)/(0.1*cpw))
Qt= m w*cpw*(T w on-T w l )
Tln=Tlnf-Qt*Rot 
dT cn=Q t/(hcond*A )

{Kinem atic V iscosity)
{Schm idt num ber)
{R eyn old s num ber)
{Hilpert's C onstant)
{Hilpert's constant)
{S herw ood  num ber)
{Diffusion C oefficient)
{M ass flow rate of vapour)
{H eat flow rate (latent))
{M ass transfer resistan ce)

{N u sselt num ber)
{S e n sa b le  h eat coefficient) 
{S e n sa b le  resistan ce)
{S en sib le  h eat transfer rate)

{R m ass + R sen sa b le )

{Interface Tem perature d ifference) 
{Interfacial film tem perature)
{Saturation p ressu re at Interface film T) 
{Conductivity of w ater at Tfilm interface) 
{V iscosity of w ater at interface film T) 
{D ensity of w ater at interface film T) 

■Ts)))''.25 {N u sselt num ber con d en sa tion )  
{C ondensation  h eat transfer coefficient)

{W ater inlet tem perature)
{W ater outlet tem perature) 
{W ater film tem perature) 

{Conductivity of w ater at w ater film) 
{H eat capacity  of w ater at w ater film)

{D ensity of w ater at w ater film T) 
{V iscosity of w ater at w ater film T)

{Prandtl num ber of w ater at Twf) 
{R eyn old s num ber of w ater) 
{N u sselt num ber w ater)

{H eat transfer coefficient Internalflow)

{Overall h eat transfer coefficient)
{W ater outlet tem perature)
{Total h ea t transfer)
{N ew  Interface tem perature) 
{N ew , Tl-Ts)
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Result for coil 1
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

Variables in Main
A=0.05341
C=0.683
cp=1007
cpw=4190
d=0.01
Delta=0.00002751
DH20a=0.000026
di=0.007
dTcn=1.90
g=9.81
gm=0.05949
hcond=8798
hfg=2.470E+06
Hg=54129
hi=8878
hsen=55.01
Hv=2.524E+06
k=0.02636
kl=0.5711
kw=0.5656
L=1.7
m=0.466
ml=0.1055
Ma=28.97

mi=0.009308
mua=0.00001902
Mul=0.001237
mum=0.00001845
muv=0.0000102
muw=0.001342
Mv=18.02
mw=0.1
n=9
Nu=0.00001681 
Nucond=1386 
Nui= 109.9 
Nus=20.87 
Pa1=84054 
Paf=93906

Pai=98512
Phiav=1.072
Phiva=0.9243
Pr=0.7264
Prw=9.944
Psf^l398
Pv=19932
Pvl=15946
Pvf^6094
Pvi=1488
Qflow=0.13
ql=755.2
qsen=1384
Qt=894
R=8314
Red=1933
Redw=13550

rho=999.5
Rhoal=0.8794
Rhoai= 1.201
Rhom= 1.097
Rhovl=0.1038
Rhovi=0.01128
rhow=1000
Rmass=0.06237
Rot=0.053
Rsen=0.3404
Sc=0.6111
Sh=19.7
Tf^36.45
Ti=12.9
Tin=12.9
Tinf^60.0
Ts=10.99
Tsf=11.95
Twf^9.07
Twi=8
Two=10.14
Twon=10.13
U=328.8
V=3.25
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After Coil Conditions for Coil 1 
Input data

P a tm = 1 0 0 0 0 0  
T x= 59 .21  
T i= 1 2 .9  
T inf=60  
Tf=(Ti+Tinf)/2  
R h = .80
P vf= P _sat(w ater,T = T f)  
P a f= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v f  
P vi=P _sat(w ater,T =T I ) 
P v=P _sat{w ater,T =T in f)  
P v1= R h *P v  
P a i= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v i 
P a 1 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v 1  
R = 8 3 1 4
M v=M olarm ass(w ater)
M a=M oiarm ass(air)
T w o = 1 0 .1 3
Q flow = 0 .13
m d o tv = 0 .0 0 0 3 0 5 7
hv1=enthalpy(w ater,T =T lnf,x=1 )
hv2=enth alpy(w ater,T = T x,x= 1)
h l2=en th alp y(w ater,T =T w o,x=0)
ha1=enthalpy(air,T =T inf)
ha2=enthalpy(air,T =T x)
{Output}
W 1 = 0 .6 2 2 * (P v 1 /P a 1 )  
m d ota= (P a1  *M a)/(R*(Tinf+273)) 
W 2= W 1-(m dotv/m dota)

{A tm ospheric tem perature)
{G u e ss  tem perature outlet)
{Interface tem perature)
{F ree stream  tem perature)
{Film tem perature)
{R elative Humidity inlet)
{Vapour saturated  tem perature at Tf) 
{Air p ressu re  at Tf)
{Vapour partial p ressu re at Ti) 
{Saturated p ressu re vapour at Tinf) 
{Vapour partial p ressu re free stream ) 
{Partial p ressu re  air at Ti)
{Partial p ressu re air at Tinf) 
{U niversal g a s  con stant)
{M olecular w eight of water) 
{M olecular w eight of air)
{W ater outlet tem perature)
{M oist air fiowrate)
{m a ss  fiowrate of vapour)
{Enthalpy w ater at Tinf)
{Enthalpy w ater at g u e s s  tem p) 
{Enthalpy w ater at outlet tem p)

{Enthalpy air at Tinf) 
{Enthalpy air at T g u e s s )

{S pecific  humidity at inlet) 
Q flow {M ass fiowrate o f air)

{S pecific  Humidity outlet)

{Iterative so lu tion  m ethod  to g e t  the coil exit tem perature)
Q cv=m d ota*((h a2-h a1)-W rh v1+ W 2*h v2+ (W 1-W 2)*h l2 ) {Energy b a lan ce Q = 894  W )

R h2= R elhum (airh2o,T =T x,W =W 2,P =P atm )
{R elative  hum idity outlet)
{T w b=w etbulb(airh2o,T =T x,W =W 2,P=Patm })
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Results after Coil Conditions for Coil 1
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

hal=333808
ha2=333012
hl2=42532
hvI=2.609E+06
hv2=2.607E+06
Ma=28.97
mdota=0.114
mdotv=0.0003057
Mv=18.02
Pa1=84054
Paf=93906
Pai=98512
Patm=100000
Pv=19932 I
Pvl=15946
Pvf=6094
Pvi=1488

Qflow=0.13
R=8314
Rh=0.8

TM 6.45
Ti=12.9
Tinf=60
Two=10.13

Wl=0.1180
W2=0.1153
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EES Converged Solutions for Second Coil
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

In pu t

T i= 12 .7  
T inf=59.21  
Tf=(TI+Tlnf)/2 
R h = .8 1 1
P vf= P _sat(w ater,T = T f)
P a f= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v f  
Pvl=P _sat(w ater,T =T I)
P v= P _sat(w ater,T = T lnf)
P v1= R h *P v  
P a i= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v i  
P a l= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v 1  
R = 8 3 1 4
M v=M olarm ass(w ater)
M a=M olarm ass(air)
D H 2 0 a = 0 .2 6 * 1 0 ''(-4 )  i  

D elta = D H 20a*((T f+ 273)/298 )^ (3 /2 )  
g= 9 .81  
d=.01  
d 1=0.007  
L = 0 .188889*n  
n =9
A=pi*d*L 
Q flow = 0 .13  
V = (0 .1 3 /.2 ^ 2 )  
m w = 0 .1
H v=entha!py(w ater,T=TI,X =1 )
H g=enthalpy(w ater,T =T I ,X=0 ) 
hfg=H v-H g
R hovi=(P vl‘ M v)/(R *(Ti+273))
R hoai=(Pai*M a)/(R *(T i+273))
R h ovt = (Pv1 *M v)/(R*(Tlnf+273))
R hoa1= (P a1*M a)/(R *(T lnf+273)) 
m i= R h ovi/(R hovi+R h oai)  
m 1 = R h o v 1 /(R h o v 1 + R h o a 1 )
R hom = (R h ovi+ R hoai+ R h ov1 +R hoa1 )/2 
k=conductivity(air,T=Tf) 
cp=cp(air,T =T f) 
m ua=viscosity(air,T =T f)
Pr=(cp*m ua)/k
{C alculation  for v isc o s ity  by W ilke m ethod} 
m u v= v iscoslty ( w ater,T =T f,P=Pvf) 
Phiav=(1+(m ua/m uv)''(0 .5)*(M v/M a)''(0 .25))^2/(4/sqrt(2)‘ (1+(M a/M v))''0.5) 
Phi air/vapour}

(linterfacial tem perature}
{F ree stream  tem perature}
{Fiim tem perature}
{R elative Tem perature}
{Saturated p ressure at I f}
{F ree stream  air tem perature}
{Interface p ressu re at Ti}
{Free stream  p ressure at Tint}
{Vapour partial p ressu re at Tint}
{Partial p ressu re o f air at Ti}
{Partial p ressu re o f air at Tinf}
{Universal g a s  constant}
{M olecular w eight of water}
{M olecular w eight of air}
{Binary Diffusion C oefficient @ 1atm . and 2 9 8  K}
{Binary Diffusion C oefficient @ 1atm . and Tf} 
{Gravitaional constant}
Ù u b e  Diam eter}
Ù u b e  internal diam eter}
{Tube length}
{Num ber of Tube}
{Tube su rface area}
{Total a irflow  rate}
{air velocity}
{M ass flowrate of water}
{Enthalpy of w ater vapour}
{enthalpy o f liquid water}
{enthalpy o f p h a se  ch an ge}
{Vapour density  at TI}
{Air density  at Ti}
{Vapour density  at Tinf}
{Air d en sity  at Tinf}

{M ass friction o f vapour at interface}  
{M ass friction o f vapour at free stream }
{Mixture m ean  density}
{Air conductivity at Tfilm}
{C apacity h eat cap acity  at Tf}
{Air v iscosity  at Tfilm}
{Prandtl number}

{Vapour v iscosity  at Tfilm}
{Wilke equation

P hiva=(1+(m uv/m ua)''(0 .5)*(M a/M v)''(0 .25))''2 /(4 /sqrt(2)*(1+(M v/M a)r0.5) {Wilke equation

Phi vapour/air}

m um =m uv/{1+(P af/P vf)*P hiva)+m ua/(1+(P vf/Paf)*Phlav)
eq u ation }

{Mixture v iscosity  for Wilke
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{Calculation for m ass transfer}
Nu=mum/Rhom
Sc=Nu/delta
Red=(Rhom*V*d)/mum
0 = 0 .683
m =0.466
Sh=C*Red''m*Sc''(1/3)
gm=(rhom*Sh*Deltayd
mdotv=A*gm*(m1-ml)
ql=hfg*mdotv
Rmass=(Tlnf-Ti)/ql
{Calculation for sensible heat transfer)
Nus=C*Red''m*Pr''(1/3)
hsen=(Nus*k)/d
Rsen=1/(hsen*A)
qsen=(Tlnf-TI)/Rsen

Rot=({1 /Rm ass)+(1 /Rsen))''(-1 )
{Calculation for condensation Heat Transfer)
Ti-Ts=1.71
difference)
Tsf=(Ti+Ts)/2 
Psf=P_sat(water,T=T sf) 
kl=conductivity(water,T=T sf,x=0) 
Mul=viscosity(water,T=T sf,x=0) 
rho=density(water,T=T sf,x=0) 
Nucond=G.729*((g*hfg*rho''2*(n*d)^3)/(Mul*ki*(TI- 
hcond=(Nucond*KI)/(n*d)
{Calculation for Internal Convection)
Twi=8
Two=9.86
Twf=(Twi+Two)/2
kw=conductivity(water,T=Twf,x=0)
cpw=cp(water,T=Twf,x=0)
rhow=density(water,T=Twf,x=0)
muw=viscosity(water,T=T wf,x=0)
Prw=(cpw*muw)/kw
Redw=(4*mw)/(pi*di*muw)
Nui=0.012*(Redw''(0.87)-280)*Prw^(0.4)
hi=(Nui*kw)/di
{Overall heat transfer rate)
U=((A*Rot)+(1/hcond)+(1/hl))^(-1)
Twon=Tinf-(Tinf-Twi)*Exp(-(U*A)/(0.rcpw))
Qt=mw*cpw*(Twon-Twi)
Tin=Tinf-Qt*Rot
dIcn=Qt/(hcond*A)

{Kinematic V iscosity)
{Schmidt number)
{Reynolds number)
{Hilpert's Constant)
{Hilpert's constant)
{Sherwood number)
{Diffusion Coefficient)
{M ass flow rate of vapour)
{Heat flow rate (latent))
{M ass transfer resistance)

{N usselt number)
{S en sab le heat coefficient) 
{S en sab le resistance)
{Sensible heat transfer rate)

{R m ass + R sen sab le)

{Interface Temperature

{Interfacial film temperature) 
{Saturation pressure at interface film T) 
{Conductivity of water at Tfilm interface) 
{Viscosity of water at interface film T) 
{Density of water at interface film T) 

Ts)))''.25 {N usselt number condensation) 
{Condensation heat transfer coefficient)

{Water inlet temperature)
{Water outlet temperature) 
{Water film temperature) 

{Conductivity of water at water film)
{Heat capacity of water at water film)

{Density of water at water film T) 
{Viscosity of water at water film T)

{Prandtl number of water at Twf) 
{Reynolds number of water) 
{Nusselt number water)

{Heat transfer coefficient internalflow)

{Overall heat transfer coefficient)
{Water outlet tem perature)
{Total heat transfer)
{New interface tem perature) 
{New, Ti-Ts)
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EES Results for Coil 2
Unit Settings
[J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

A=0.05341
0=0.683
cp=1007
cpw=4190
d=0.01
Delta=0.00002745
DH20a=0.000026
di=0.007
dTcn=1.81
g=9.81
gm=G.G5954
hcond=9G37
hfg=2.471E+G6
Hg=53292
hi=8856
hsen=55.Gl
Hv=2.524E+G6
k=G.G2632
kl=G.571
kw=G.5653
L=1.7
m=G.466
ml=G.lG3
Ma=28.97
mdotv^G.GGG2983
mi=G.GG9186
mua=G.GGGG19
Mul=G.GG124
mum=G.GGGG 1844
muv=G.GGGO 1G19
muw=G.GG1348
Mv=18.G2
mw=G.l
n=9
Nu=G.GGGG1677
Nucond=1424
Nui=lG9.7
Nus=2G.9
Pal=84417
Paf=94G69
Pai=98531
Phiav=l.G72

Phiva=G.9242
Pr=G.7266
Prw=9.99
Psf^l388
Pv=19215
Pvl=15583
Pvf^5931
Pvi-1469
Qflow=0.13
ql=736.9
qsen=136.6

R=8314
Red=1938
Redw= 13494
Rh=G.811
rho=999.5
Rhoal=G.8853
Rhoai=1.202
Rhom =l.l
Rhovl=G.lG16
Rhovi=G.G1114
rhow=lGGG
Rmass=G.G6311
Rot=G.G53
Rsen=0.34G4
Sc=0.611
Sh=19.72
Tf^35.96
Ti=12.7 
Tin=12.7
Tinf=59.2
Ts=lG.99
Tsf=I1.85
Twf=8.93
Twi=8
Two=9.86
Twon=lG.G8
U=326
V=3.25
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After Coil Conditions for coll 2
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

{input data}
Patm=100000
Tx=58.43
Ti=12.7
Tinf=59.21
Tf=(TI+Tinf)/2
Rh=.811
Pvf=P_sat(water,T=Tf)
Paf=100000-Pvf 
Pvi=P_sat(water,T=Ti)
Pv=P_sat(water,T=Tinf)
Pv1=Rh*Pv
Pai=100000-Pvi
Pa1=100000-Pv1
R=8314
Mv=Molarmass(water)
Ma=Molarmass(air)
Two=9.86
Qflow=0.13
m dotv=0.0002983
hvl =enttialpy(water,T=Tinf,x=1 )
hv2=enthaipy(water,T=Tx,x=1 )
hi2=enthalpy(water,T=Two,x=0)
h al =enthaipy(air,T=Tinf)
ha2=enthalpy(air,T=Tx)
{Output}
W 1=0.622*(Pv1/Pa1) 
mdota=(Pa1*Ma)/(R*(Tinf+273))*Qflow 
W2=W1-(mdotv/mdota)

{iterative solution method to get the coil exit temperature} 
Qcv=mdota*((ha2-ha1)-W1‘hv1+W2*hv2+(W1-W2)*hi2) {775 W}

Rh2=Reihum(airh2o,T=Tx,W=W2,P=Patm)
{Twb=wetbulb(aiiti2o,T=Tx,W=W2,P=Patm)}
T dp=dewpoint(airh2o,T=Tx, W=W2, P=Patm) 
haf=enthalpy(airh2o,T=Tx, W=W2, P=Patm) 
{hrw=humrat(airh2o,T=Tx,W=W2,P=Patm)}
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Solution after Coll Conditions for Coil 2
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

hal=333012
ha2=332227
haf^351294
hl2=41401
h v l—2.607E+06
hv2=2.606E+06
M a=28.97
m dota-0.115
mdotv=0.0002983
Mv=18.02
P a l=84417
P a^9 4 0 6 9
Pai=98531
Patm =l 00000
Pv=19215
Pvl=15583
P v^5931
Pvi=1469
Q(#=-87^
Qflow=0.13
R=8314
Rh=0.811

Tdp=54.36
Tf^35.96
Ti=12.7
T in^59 .21
Two=9.86

W l=0.1148
W2=0.1122
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EES Converged Solutions for Third Coil
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

Input
Ti=12.6
Tinf=58.43
Tf=(Ti+Tlnf)/2
Rh=.8218
Pvf=P_sat(wafer,T=Tf)
Paf=100000-Pvf 
Pvi=P_sat(water,T=Ti) 
Pv=P_sat(water,T=Tinf)
Pv1=Rh*Pv
Pai=100000-Pvi
Pa1=100000-Pv1
R=8314
Mv=Molarmass(water)
Ma=Moiarmass(air)
DH20a=0.26*10''(-4)
Delta=DH20a*((Tf+273)/298)''(3/2)
9=9.81
d=.01
di=0.007
L=0.188889*n
n=9
A=pi*d*L
Qflow=0.13
V=(0.13/.2^2)
mw=0.1
H v=enthalpy(water,T=Ti ,X=1 ) 
Hg=enthaipy(water,T=Ti ,X=0) 
hfg=Hv-Hg
Rhovi=(Pvi*Mv)/(R*(Ti+273))
Rhoai=(Pai*Ma)/(R*(Ti+273))
R hovi =(Pv1 *Mv)/(R*(Tinf+273))
R hoal=(ParM a)/(R*(Tinf+273)) 
mi=Rhovi/(Rhovi+Rhoai) 
m1=Rhov1/(Rhov1+Rhoa1) 
Rhom=(Rhovi+Rhoai+Rhov1+Rhoa1 )/2 
k=conductivity(air,T=Tf) 
cp=cp(air,T=Tf) 
mua=viscosity(air,T=Tf)

{linterfacial temperature}
{Free stream temperature}
(Film temperature}

{Relative Temperature}
{Saturated pressure at Tf}
{Free stream air temperature}
{interface pressure at Ti}
{Free stream pressure at Tinf}
{Vapour partial pressure at Tint}
{Partial pressure of air at Ti}
{Partial pressure of air at Tinf}
{Universal gas constant}
{Molecular weight of water}
{Molecular weight of air}
{Binary Diffusion Coefficient @ 1atm. and 298 K} 
{Binary Diffusion Coefficient @1atm. and Tf} 
{Gravitaional constant}
{Tube Diameter}
U u b e  internal diameter}
{Tube length}
{Number of Tube}
{Tube surface area}
{Total airflow rate}
{air velocity}
{M ass flowrate of water}
{Enthalpy of water vapour}
{enthalpy of liquid water}
{enthalpy of phase change}
{Vapour density at Ti}
{Air density at Ti}
{Vapour density at Tinf}
{Air density at Tinf}

{Mass friction of vapour at interface} 
{M ass friction of vapour at free stream} 
{Mixture mean density}
{Air conductivity at Tfilm}
{Capacity heat capacity at Tf}
{Air viscosity at Tfilm}
{Prandtl number}Pr=(cp*mua)/k

{Calculation for viscosity by Wilke method} 
muv=viscosity(water,T=Tf,P=Pvf)
Phiav=(1+(mua/muv)''(0.5)*(Mv/Maf(0.25))''2/(4/sqrt(2)*(1+(Ma/Mv))'^0.5) 
Phi air/vapour}

{Vapour viscosity at Tfilm}
{Wilke equation

Phiva=(1+(muv/mua)''(0.5)*(Ma/Mv)''(0.25))''2/(4/sqrt(2)*(1+(Mv/Ma))''0.5) {Wilke equation  
Phi vapour/air}

mum=muv/(1+(Paf/Pvf)*Phiva)+mua/(1+(Pvf/Paf)*Phiav) {Mixture viscosity for Wilke 
equation}
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{C alculation  for m a s s  transfer}
N u=m um /R hom
S c= N u /d elta
R ed=(R hom *V *d)/m um
0 = 0 .6 8 3
m = 0 .4 6 6
Sh= C *R ed^ m *Sc^ (1/3)
gm =(rhom *Sh*D elta)/d
m dotv=A *gm *(m 1-m i)
ql=hfg*m dotv
R m ass=(T lnf-TI)/ql
(C alcu lation  for s e n s ib le  h ea t transfer}
N us=C *R ed^m *Pr^(1/3)
h sen = (N u s*k )/d
R sen = 1 /(h sen * A )
qsen={T inf-T I)/R sen

R ot= ((1 /R m a ss)+ (1 /R sen ))''(-1  )
(C alcu lation  for c o n d en sa tio n  H eat Transfer}
T i-T s=1.7B  I
T sf={T i+T s)/2
P sf= P _ sa t(w a ter ,T = T  sf)
film T }
kl=conductiv ity(w ater,T =T sf,x=0)  
M ui=viscosity( w ater,T =T  sf,x = 0 )  
rho= density(w ater,T = T sf,x= 0)

Nucond=0.729*((g*hfg*rho^2*(n*d)*3)/(M ul*kl'
hcond=(N ucond*K i)/(n*d)
(C alcu lation  for internal C onvection }
Tw i=6
T w o = 1 0 .0 3
T w f=(T w i+Tw o)/2
kw =conductivity(w ater,T =T w f,x=0)
cp w = cp (w ater,T = T w f,x=0)
rhow =density(w ater,T=Tv\rf,x=0)
mu w=vi s c o s  ity (w ater.T =T w f ,x=0 )
Prw =(cpw *m uw )/kw
R edw =(4*m w)/(pi*di*m uw)
N u i=0 .012*(R ed w ^ (0 .87)-280)*P rw ''(0 .4 )
hi=(Nui*kw)/di
(O verall h ea t transfer rate}
U =((A *R ot)+(1/hcond)+(1/hi))'^(-1)
Twon=TI nf-(Ti nf-T wi )*E xp(-(U *A )/(0.1 *cpw)) 
Q t=m w*cpw*(Twon-Twi )
Tin=T!nf-Qt*Rot 
dT cn=Q t/(hcond*A )

(K inem atic V iscosity}
(Schm idt number}
(R ey n o id s number}
(Hilpert's C onstant}
(Hilpert's constant}
(S h erw ood  number}
(Diffusion Coefficient}
(M a ss  flow  rate o f vapour}
(H eat flow rate (latent)}
(M a ss transfer resistan ce}

(N u sse lt  num ber}
(S e n sa b le  h eat coefficient} 
(S e n sa b le  resistan ce}
(S e n s ib le  h eat transfer rate}

(R m a ss  + R sen sa b le}

(interface Tem perature difference} 
(Interfaciai fiim tem perature} 
(Saturation p ressu re at interface

(Conductivity o f  w ater at Tfilm interface} 
(V iscosity  of w ater at interface fiim T} 
(D en sity  o f w ater at interface fiim T}

(Ti-Ts)))''.25 (N u sse lt  num ber con d en sation}  
(C on d en sation  h ea t transfer coefficient}

(W ater inlet tem perature}
(W ater outlet tem perature} 
(W ater fiim tem perature} 

(Conductivity o f w ater at w ater film} 
(H eat capacity  o f w ater at w ater film}

(D ensity  o f w ater at w ater fiim T} 
(V iscosity  o f w ater at w ater film T}

(Prandtl num ber of w ater at Twf} 
(R eyn old s num ber of water} 
(N u sse lt  num ber water}

(H eat transfer coeffic ient internalflow}

(Overall h eat transfer coefficient}
(W ater outlet tem perature}
(Total h ea t transfer}
(N ew  interface tem perature} 
(N ew , Ti-Ts}
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Results for Coil 3

A=0.05341
C=0.683
cp=1007
cpw=4190
d=0.01
Delta=0.00002739
DH20a=0.000026
di=0.007
dTcn=1.79
g=9.81
gm=0.05959
hcond=8935
hfg=2.471E+06
Hg=52873
hi=8870
hsen=55
Hv=2.524E+06
k=0.02629
kl=0.5707
kw=0.5655
L=1.7
m=0.466
ml =0.1005
Ma=28.97

mi=0.009125
mua=0.00001898
Mul=0.001245
mum=0.00001844
muv=0.00001017
muw=0.001345
Mv=18.02
mw=0.1
n=9
Nu=0.00001673
Nucond=1409
Nui= 109.8
Nus=20.92
Pal=84773
Paf^94211
Pai=98541
Phiav=1.072

Phiva=0.9241
Pr=0.7267
Prw=9.962
Psf=1376
Pv=18528
Pvl=15227
Pvf^5789
Pvi=1459
Qflow=0.13
ql=7lÿ
qsen=l|4.6

R=8314
Red=1942
Redw=13528
Rh=0.8218
rho=999.5
Rhoal=0.8912
Rhoai= 1.202
Rhom=1.102
Rhovl=0.09955
Rhovi=0.01107
rhow=1000
Rmass=0.0638
Rot=0.054
Rsen=0.3404
Sc=0.6109
Sh=19.74
TM 5.52
Ti=12.6
Tin=12.6
Tinf=58.4
Ts=10.82
T s^ ll.7 1
TwP=9.015
Twi=8
Two= 10.03
Twon=10.04
U=323.2
V=3.25
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EES Solution after Coil Conditions for Third coil
{Input data}

P a tm = 1 0 0 0 0 0
T x = 5 7 .7 2 9
11= 12.6
T inf= 58.5
Tf=(Ti+Tinf)/2
R h = .8 2 1 8
Pvf= P _sat(w ater,T =T f)
P a f= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v f
P vi= P _sat(w ater,T = T i)
P v = P _ sa t(  w ater,T=Tinf)
P v l =R h*Pv  
P a i= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v i  
P a 1 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v 1  
R = 8 3 1 4
M v=M olarm ass(w ater)
M a=M olarm ass(air)
T w o = 9 .8 2  i
Q flow = 0 .13
m d otv= 0 .0 0 0 2 9 0 7
h v l =enthalpy(w ater,T =T inf,x=1 )
h v2=enth alpy(w ater,T =T x,x=1 )
h l2= en th alp y(w ater,T = T w o,x= 0)
h a l  =enthalpy(air,T=Tinf)
h a2=enthalpy(air,T =T x)
{Output}
W 1 = 0 .6 2 2 * (P v 1 /P a 1 )  
m d ota= (P arM a)/(R *(T in f+ 273))*Q flow  
W 2= W 1-(m dotv/m dota)

{Iterative so lu tion  m ethod  to g e t  th e  coil exit tem perature}  
Q cv = m d o ta*((h a2 -h a1)-W rh v1+ W 2*h v2+ (W 1-W 2)‘ hl2) {7 7 5  W}

R h2=R elhu m (airh2o ,T =T x,W =W 2,P =P atm )  
{T w b=w etbulb(airh2o,T =T x,W =W 2,P=Patm }}  
T d p= d ew p oint(airh 2o,T =T x,W =W 2,P =Patm )  
haf=enthalpy(airh2o,T =T x,W =W 2, P =P atm )  
{hrw =hum rat(airh2o,T =T x,W =W 2,P=Patm }}
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Results after Coll Conditions for Coil 3
hal=332297
ha2=331521
haf=3437Il
hl2=41234
hvl=2.606E+06
hv2=2.605E+06
Ma=28.97
mdota=0.116
mdotv=0.0002907
Mv=18.02
Pal=84724
Pa^94200
Pai=98541
Patm=l 00000
Pv=18589
Pvl=15276
Pv^5800
Pvi=1459
Qcv=-853
Qflow=0.13
R=8314
Rh=0.8218
Rh2=0.8326
Tdp=53.95
TP=35.55
Ti-12.6
Tinf^58.5
Two=9.82

Wl=0.1122
W2=0.1096
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EES Converged Solutions for Fourth Coll
Unit Settings [J]/[C]/[Pa]/pcg]/[degree] 
Input

T i= 1 2 .5  
T in f= 57 .73  
Tf=(Ti+Tinf)/2  
R h = .8 3 2 6
P vf= P _sat(w ater ,T = T f)
P a f= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v f  
P vi= P _sa t(w ater , T=Ti )
P v= P _sat(w ater,T = T inf)
P v1= R h *P v  
P a i= 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v i  
P a 1 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 -P v 1  
R = 8 3 1 4
M v= M olarm ass(w ater)
M a=M olarm ass(air)
D H 20a= 0 .26*10 '^ (-4 )  
D elta= D H 20a*((T f+ 273)/298 )^ {3 /2 )  
g = 9 .8 1  
d=.01  
d i= 0 .0 0 7  
L = 0 .188889*n  
n =9
A=pi*d*L 
Q flow = 0 .13  
V = (0 .1 3 /.2 ^ 2 )  
m w =0.1
H v=enthalpy(w ater,T =T i,X =1 ) 
H g=enthalpy(w ater,T =T i,X =0) 
h fg=H v-H g
R hovi=(Pvi*M v)/(R *(T i+273)) 
R hoai=(Pai*M a)/(R *(T i+273))
R h o v i= (P v rM v )/(R * (T in f+ 2 7 3 ))
R h o a l = (Pa1*M a)/(R *(T inf+273)) 
m i=R h ovi/(R hovi+R h oai) 
m l = R h o v 1 /(R h o v i+ R h o a 1 )  
R hom = (R h ovi+ R hoai+ R h ov1 +R hoa1 )/2  
k=conductivity(air,T=Tf) 
cp=cp(air,T =T f) 
m ua= viscosity(air,T =T f)
Pr=(cp*m ua)/k
{C alcu lation  for v isc o s ity  by W ilke m ethod}  
m u v= viscosity (w ater , T=Tf, P=Pvf)

{linterfacial tem perature}
{F ree stream  tem perature}
{Film tem perature}

{R elative T em perature}
{Saturated  p ressu re  at Tf}
{F ree stream  air tem perature}
{Interface p ressu re at Ti}
{F ree stream  p ressu re  at Tinf}
{Vapour partial p ressu re  at Tinf}
{Partial p ressu re  of air at Ti}
{Partiai p ressu re  of air at Tint}
{U niversal g a s  constant}
{M olecular w eigh t of water}
{M olecular w eigh t Of air}
{Binary Diffusion C oefficient @ 1atm . and 2 9 8  K} 
{Binary Diffusion C oefficient @ 1atm . and Tf} 
{G ravitaional constant}
{T ube D iam eter}
{Tube internal diam eter}
{T ube length}
{N um ber of Tube}
{T ube su rface area}
{Total air flow rate}
{air velocity}
{M ass flowrate o f  water}
(Enthalpy o f w ater vapour}
{enthalpy of liquid water}
{enthalpy of p h a se  ch an ge}
{Vapour d en sity  at Ti}
{Air d en sity  at Ti}
{Vapour d en sity  at Tinf)
{Air density  at Tinf}

{M ass friction of vapour at interface} 
{M ass friction of vapour at free stream } 
{Mixture m ean  density}
{Air conductivity at Tfilm}
{C apacity h eat capacity  at Tf}
{Air v iscosity  at Tfilm}
{Prandtl num ber}

{Vapour v iscosity  at Tfilm}

P h lav=(1+ (m u a/m u vn o.5)*(M v/M a)^ (0 .25)r2 /(4 /sq rt(2)*(1+ (M a/M v))'^ 0 .5) {Wilke equation
Phi air/vapour}

P h iva= (1+ (m u v/m uar(0 .5r(M a/M v)^(0 .25))^2/(4 /sqrt(2)*(1+ (M v/M a))^ 0 .5) {Wilke equation

Phi vapour/air}

m um = m u v/(1+ (P af/P vf)*P hiva)+m ua/(1+(P vf/P af)*P h iav)
eq u ation }

{C alcu lation  for m a s s  transfer}

{Mixture v iscosity  for Wilke
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Nu=mum/Rhom
Sc=Nu/delta
Red=(Rhom*V*d)/mum
C=0.683
m =0.466
Sh=C*Red''m*Sc''(1/3) 
gm=(rhom*Sh*Deltayd 
mdotv=A*gm*(m 1 -mi) 
ql=hfg*mdotv 
Rmass=(Tlnf-TI)/q!
{Calculation for sensible heat transfer}
Nus=C*Red''m*Pr^( 11 3 )
hsen=(Nus*k)/d
Rsen=1/(hsen*A)
qsen=(Tinf-TI)/Rsen

Rot=((1/Rmass)+(1/Rsen))''(-1 )
{Calculation for condensation Heat Transfer}
Ti-Ts=1.75
Tsf=(Ti+Ts)/2
Psf= P_sat( water, T=T sf)
kl=conductivity(water,T=T sf,x=0)
Mul=viscosity(water,T=T sf,x=0) 
rho=density(water,T=T sf,x=0) 
Nucond=0.729*((g*hfg*rho''2*(n*d)''3)/(Mul*ki*(Ti-Ts)))' 
hcond=(Nucond*Ki)/(n*d)
{Calculation for Internal Convection}
Twi=8
Two=10.01
Twf=(Twi+Two)/2
kw=cond ucti vity(water,T=T wf ,x=0 )
cpw=cp(water,T=Twf,x=0)
rhow=density(water,T=T wf,x=0)
muw=viscosity(water,T=T wf,x=0)
Prw=(cpw*muw)/kw
Redw=(4*mw)/(pi*di*muw)
Nui=0.012*(Redw''(0.87)-280)*Prw^(0.4)
hi=(Nui*kw)/di
{Overall heat transfer rate}
U=((A*Rot)+(1/hcond)+(1/hi))''(-1)
Twon=Tinf-(Tinf-Twi)*Exp(-(U*A)/(0.1*cpw))
Qt=mw*cpw*(Twon-Twi)
Tin=Tinf-Qt*Rot
dTcn=Qt/(hcond*A)

{Kinematic Viscosity}
{Schmidt number}
{Reynolds number}
{Hilpert's Constant}
{Hilpert's constant}
{Sherwood number}
{Diffusion Coefficient}
{M ass flow rate of vapour}
{Heat flow rate (latent)}
{M ass transfer resistance}

{N usselt number}
{Sensable heat coefficient} 
{S en sable resistance}
{Sensible heat transfer rate}

{R m ass + R sensable}

{interface Temperature difference} 
{Interfaciai fiim temperature} 

{Saturation pressure at interface fiim T} 
{Conductivity of water at Tfilm interface} 
{Viscosity of water at interface fiim T} 
{Density of water at interface fiim T}

.25 {Nusselt number condensation} 
{Condensation heat transfer coefficient}

{Water inlet temperature}
{Water outlet temperature} 
{Water film temperature} 

{Conductivity of water at water film} 
{Heat capacity of water at water film}

{Density of water at water fiim T} 
{Viscosity of water at water fiim T}

{Prandtl number of water at Twf} 
{Reynolds number of water} 
{Nusselt number water}

{Heat transfer coefficient internalflow}

{Overall heat transfer coefficient}
{Water outlet temperature}
{Total heat transfer}
{New interface temperature} 
{New, Ti-Ts}
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Results for Fourth Coil
Unit Settings
[J]/[C]/[Pa]/[kg]/[degree]

A=0.05341
C=0.683
cp=1007
cpw=4190
d=0.01
Delta=0.00002733
DH2Oa=0.000026
di=0.007
dTcn=1.74
g=9.81
gm=0.05963
hcond=8967
hfg=2.471E+06 i
Hg=52455
hi=8868
hsen=54.99
Hv=2.523E+06
k-0.02626
kl=0.5705
kw=0.5655
L=1.7
m=0.466
m l=0.0984
Ma=28.97
mdotv=0.0002845
mi=0.009065
mua=0.00001896
Mul=0.001248
mum=0.00001843
muv=0.00001016
muw=0.001345
Mv=18.02
mw=0.1
n=9
Nu=0.0000167
Nucond=1414
Nui=109.8
Nus=20.94
Pal=85071
Paf^94337
Pai=98550

Phiav= 1.072
Phiva-0.924
Pr=0.7268
Prw=9.965
Psf^l368
Pv=17930
Pvl=14929
Pvf=5663
Pvi=1450
Qflow=0.13
ql=703
qsen=132,8
Qt=836
R=8314
Red=1946
Redw=13524
Rh=0.8326
rho=999.5
R hoal-0.8962
Rhoai=1.203
Rhom=1.104
Rhovi =0.09781
Rhovi=0.011
rhow=1000
Rmass=0.06434
Rot=0.054
Rsen=0.3405
Sc=0.6108
Sh= 19.76
Tf^35.11
Ti=12.5
Tin=12.5
Tinf=57.7
Ts=10.75
Tsf= 11.63
Twf=9.005
Twi=8
Two=10.01
Twon=9.99
U=321.1
V=3.25
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After Coil Conditions for Coll 4
{Input data}
Patm=100000
Tx=56.93
Ti=12.5
Tinf=57.7
Tf=(Ti+Tlnf)/2
Rh=.8326
Pvf=P_sat(water,T=Tf)
Paf=100000-Pvf
Pvi=P_sat(water,T=Ti)
Pv=P_sat(water,T=Tinf)
Pv1=Rh*Pv
Pai=100000-Pvi
Pa1=100000-Pv1
R=8314
Mv=Molarmass(water)
Ma=Molarmass(air)
Two=9.82 
Qflow=0.13 
m dotv=0.0002845  
hv1=enthalpy(water,T=Tinf,x=1) 
hv2=enthalpy(water,T=Tx,x=1 ) 
hl2=enthalpy(water,T=Two,x=0) 
ha 1 =enthalpy(air,T=Tinf) 
ha2=enthalpy(air,T=T x)
{Output}
W 1=0.622*(Pv1/Pa1)
mdota=(Pa 1 *Ma)/(R*(Tinf+273))*Qflow
W2=W1-(mdotv/mdota)

{Iterative solution method to get the coil exit temperature} 
Qcv=mdota*((ha2-ha1)-W1*hv1+W2*hv2+(W1-W2)*hl2) {775 W}

Rh2=Reihum(airh2o,T=Tx,W=W2,P=Patm) 
{Twb=wetbulb(airh2o,T=Tx,W=W2,P=Patm)} 
Tdp=dewpoint(airh2o,T=Tx,W=W2,P=Patm) 
haf=enthaipy(airh2o,T=Tx,W=W2, P=Patm) 
{hrw=humrat(airh2o,T=Tx,W=W2,P=Patm}}
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Results after Coil Conditions for Coil 4
hal=331492
ha2=330716
haf^334648
hl2=41234
hvl=2.605E+06
hv2=2.603E+06
Ma=28.97
mdota=0.117
mdotv=0.0002845
Mv=18.02
Pal=85092
Paf^94342
Pai=98550
Patm= 100000
Pv=17905
P v l-14908
Pvf=5658
Pvi=1450

836
Qflow=0.13
R=8314
Rh=0.8326

Tdp=53.44
Tf^35.1
Ti=12.5
Tinf=57.7
Two=9.82

W M 0.1090
W 2-0.1065
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Appendix C -  Tables

Table: Constants of Equation for circular cylinder in cross flow [12]

RCj) c m

0.4-4 0.989 0.330
4-40 0.911 0.385

40-4000 0.683 0,466
4000- ^ 0,000 0.193 0.618

40,000- 400,000 0.027 0.805
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